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Classical and non-classical models of the cochlea
Egbert de Boera)

Room D2-226, Academic Medical Center, Meibergdreef 9, 1105 AZ Amsterdam, The Netherlands

~Received 15 April 1996; revised 10 June 1996; accepted 30 September 1996!

In a ‘‘classical’’ model of the cochlea the response is controlled by a local parameter function, for
instance, the BM impedance. In a non-classical model, the response is controlled by parameters that
are distributed over space. In this note it is shown to which extent classical and non-classical models
are equivalent. To each non-classical model there exists one classical model that yields the same
response. However, the BM impedance of that classical model does not necessarily obey the
requirements of a driving-point impedance. ©1997 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~97!02604-1#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Kc, 43.64.Bt@RDF#
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INTRODUCTION

In a ‘‘classical’’ macromechanical model of the cochl
~Viergever, 1986! the dynamics of the cochlear partitio
~CP! at a certain locationx is described by alocal parameter,
i.e., by a parameter that depends only on one location,x. In
the case of a linear model, that parameter is usually refe
to as the BM impedance, written asZBM(x,v) ~cf. Vier-
gever, 1978!. Of late, ‘‘non-classical’’ models are beginnin
to appear in which the dynamics of the CP is not determi
by a local parameter. For instance, Hubbard~1993! described
a model based on two interacting wave-propagating st
tures. In the model proposed by Steeleet al. ~1993! the
response-enhancing outer hair cells~OHCs! receive their in-
put from another location than where they deliver th
‘‘load,’’ i.e., the pressure or force they generate. In a mo
detailed form, this idea has been worked out by Geisler
Sang~1995! who achieved model responses with quite
markable properties. These non-classical models—note
all arelinearmodels—form a welcome extension of the cla
of models considered earlier. This note describes the con
tion between classical and non-classical models. The bas
the derivation lies in the hydrodynamics of the fluid, whi
is, for simplicity, assumed to be ideal~i.e., incompressible
inviscid and linear!. It will be shown that, once theeffective
BM impedanceof a non-classical model has been det
mined, a classical model with the same function inserted
its BM impedance will have the same response. Some im
cations of this property are obvious. A short concluding s
tion is devoted to a few less obvious corollaries.

I. DERIVATION

We will consider a linear three-dimensional model
the cochlea that is described in a Cartesian coordinate sy
x-y-z. When the fluid is linear, all parameters and variab
can be considered as functions of the radian frequencyv. In
such a model the fluid pressure at the level of the BM c
generally be expressed as an integral of the BM accelera

a!Electronic mail: e.deboer@amc.uva.nl
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over the length of the model. In terms of BM velocit
vBM(x,v) and channel pressurep(x,v) ~both taken at the
center of the BM!, this property reads:

p~x,v!52ivrE
0

L

g~x,x8!vBM~x8,v!dx8

1 ivr~L2x!vstapes~v!. ~1!

Here,L is the length of the model,vstapes(v) the velocity of
the stapes~assumed constant over the area of the stapes!, and
g(x,x8) is theGreen’s functionassociated with the geometr
of the fluid channels. See for the derivation in a tw
dimensional model Allen~1977!, Equations~3! and ~12!.
Models with different dimensionality differ in theirg(x,x8)
functions. See, for instance, Mammano and Nobili~1993!. In
simple structures with a completely regular geomet
g(x,x8) depends only on (x2x8) ~cf. Sondhi, 1978!. Equa-
tion (1) is valid for classical as well as non-classical mode
because it expresses only a property of the fluid.

It is stressed at this point that Eq.~1! does not include
any specification of the organ of Corti or any steps taken
the actual solution of the model equations. The equat
represents—by way of the functional form of the functio
g(x,x8)—the type of longitudinal coupling that is purely du
to the fluid, irrespective of any assumptions about the m
chanics of the organ of Corti. In the case of a tw
dimensional model the equation takes into account that
fluid is moving uniformly over the width of the partition. In
the case of a three-dimensional model a specific patter
movement over the width is assumed, namely, that the BM
moving as a~co!sine function over its width~cf. de Boer,
1981!. Pressure and BM velocity are then taken at the cen
of the BM.

Consider anon-classical model of the cochlea, and let
be linear in all variables. Assume that BM veloci
vBM(x,v) and channel pressurep(x,v) have been solved a
functions ofx. The quotient ofp(x,v) andvBM(x,v) pro-
duces theeffective BM impedance ZBM

~eff!(x,v). According to
Eq. ~1! there is only one functionp(x,v) associated with the
‘given’ vBM(x,v) function, and thus there is onlyoneeffec-
tive BM impedanceZBM

~eff!(x,v) associated with this solution
This fact solely relates to the fluid. The computed impe
21484)/2148/3/$10.00 © 1997 Acoustical Society of America
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ance, however, includes all details about the dynamics of
cochlear partition that have been used in the formulation
the model.

Consider now aclassicalmodel, also linear, with ex-
actly the same geometry, insert the effective impeda
ZBM

~eff!(x,v) as its BM impedanceZBM(x,v) and use the sam
boundary conditions at the stapes and helicotrema e
Next, solve the equations for that model. Let the solutio
for BM velocity and pressure bewBM(x,v) and q(x,v),
respectively. According to Eq.~1!, the two solution functions
wBM(x,v) and q(x,v) are related in the same way a
vBM(x,v) and p(x,v). They are also related because th
have the same ratio, namely, the functionZBM

~eff!(x,v). In the
Appendix it is shown that there exists only one set of fun
tions having both these properties. Therefore,wBM(x,v) is
identical tovBM(x,v), andq(x,v) is identical top(x,v).

In general terms,the response of a classical mod
which has the effective BM impedance ZBM

~eff!(x,v) of the non-
classical model as its BM impedance, is equal to the
sponse of that non-classical model. The two models mus
have the same structure and geometry, and the solut
must obey the same boundary conditions at the two end
the models. This property is valid for long-wave, two- a
three-dimensional models.

II. COROLLARIES

The first consequence of the property derived in the p
ceding section is thata non-classical model always shows
response that could also have been obtained in a class
model. In this respect there seems to be no difference
tween these two classes of models. The major point is, h
ever, that a non-classical modelallows for a far greater free-
dom in the functional form of the effective BM impedan
ZBM

~eff!(x,v). Indeed, we have to remember thatZBM
~eff!(x,v) is

a derivedparameter: it can only be foundafter pressure and
BM velocity in the nonclassical model have been solv
Therefore, the functionZBM

~eff!(x,v) depends on the characte
of the solution and the form of the model, and it cannot
chosen beforehand or independently~as in a classica
model!. An additional, not too obvious, factor involved is th
following. In a classical model the BM impedanc
ZBM(x,v) must be acausal function, which means that i
must correspond to a causal impulse response. The s
applies to the admittance function 1/ZBM(x,v). This restric-
tion does not apply to the non-classical model beca
ZBM

~eff!(x,v) is derived from two functionsp(x,v) and
vBM(x,v), each of which can be seen as the response
model to excitation at the stapes, and is therefore cau
However, their quotient does not need to be causal: the
nominatorvBM(x,v) in ZBM

~eff!(x,v) may well have zeros in
the right-half of the complexs-plane that are not offset b
corresponding zeros in the numeratorp(x,v). Hence
ZBM

~eff!(x,v) may well be non-causal.1 In general, in a non-
classical model, the relation of the local pressu
pOHC(x,v) generated by, for instance, outer hair ce
~OHCs! to the distribution of BM velocityvBM(x,v) overx
may well be non-local; in that case the OHC press
pOHC(x,v) is a functional ofvBM(x,v) defined over a cer-
2149 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 4, April 1997
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tain domain ofx. Furthermore, the pressurepOHC(x,v) does
not necessarily contribute to the channel pressurep(x,v) at
thesameplacex. For all these reasons, the impedance fu
tion ZBM

~eff!(x,v) cannot always be realized as a driving-po
impedance and the resulting response cannot be obtained
classical model with a realizable BM impedance. In this
spect, the class of non-classical models is definitely wi
than that of classical models~see also Geisler and San
1995!.

A principal point in the use of classical models has
ways been that longitudinal stiffness in the BM had to
neglected. In fact, it has invariably been found that ve
small amounts of longitudinal coupling destroyed the m
character of the model response~Allen and Sondhi, 1979!.
At present it is possible to explore this limitation to a f
greater degree of accuracy, and to study the influence
mechanical and constructual constraints based on mat
properties on the performance of the model. The prope
derived here may well be of use in this field.

In the field of cochlear nonlinearity, the equivalence b
tween classical and non-classical models may be exploi
too. It has been shown by Kanis and de Boer~1993! that, in
view of the small degree of nonlinearity that the cochl
exhibits in most stimulation conditions, non-linear effec
may be treated as perturbations. That is, concepts of lin
system theory like impedance, amplitude and phase an
can be retained and used to full advantage. It remains to
studied whether the Kanis–de Boer method is equally us
in non-classical as in classical models. If this proves to
correct, non-classical nonlinear models can be studied in
same way as nonlinear classical models via the quasi-lin
approximation.
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APPENDIX

In this Appendix we prove that there is only one pair
functionsp(x) andvBM(x,v) that have a given impedanc
functionZBM

~eff!(x,v) as their quotient,andare related to each
other as dictated by the geometry of the fluid channels
the properties of the fluid. Divide thex axis intoN discrete
pointsxi and rewrite Eq.~1! in a more universal form as a
matrix equation:

p5Gv2s. ~A1!

Here p and v are column vectors representing the press
p(x) and the BM velocityvBM(x,v), respectively, at the
pointsxi ~i51, . . . ,N! ands is a column vector which rep
resents the way the stapes boundary condition expresse
self in the pressure p(x); see, e.g., the term
ivr(L2x)vstapes(v) in Eq. ~1!. The matrixG ~sizeN3N!
represents the fluid coupling — the function 2ivrg(x,x8) in
Eq. ~1!. Assume that pressure and velocity are solutions
2149Egbert de Boer: Models of the cochlea
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the model equation for the non-classical model and that t
ratio isZBM

~eff!(x,v). Rewrite this condition as

p5Zv, ~A2!

where Z is an N3N matrix which has ZBM
~eff!(xi ,v)

~i51,...,N! in its main diagonal and zeros everywhere el
Substitute Eq.~A2! in Eq. ~A1!:

~G2Z!v5s. ~A3!

This matrix equation has to be obeyed by the solution to
non-classical model. It is, however, exactly the same ma
equation thatproducesthe solution to a classical model wit
the sameZ. Equation~A3! has, in general, a unique solutio
This, then, must be the same for the classical and the n
classical model. Therefore, there exists only one velo
vectorv which has the property that its associated press
vectorp is related to it by Eq.~A1! as well as Eq.~A2! ~with
Z given!. In other words, for a model with given geomet
there is only one solution for which pressure and veloc
have the quotientZBM

~eff!(x,v).

1In less abstract terms: assume that the model studied is a simple
dispersive transmission line and that the input to OHCs at locationx is
2150 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 4, April 1997
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taken from a more basalward locationx2Dx; in this caseZBM
~eff(x,v) con-

tains a component that is a pure predictor.
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